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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.4 

 

General 

 SSTG-9H7KMD - It wasn’t possible to enter Cyrillic or Chinese characters in the Part number field when you 
used Save as… on a Part. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-A26JJQ - The Reject date became the materials planned use date instead of the actual Reject date in 
the Rejection List procedure. 

 CSIG-A28GWV - Changes in the Order Confirmation – Subcontract weren’t displayed in the Order List – 
Subcontract procedure. 

Purchase 

 JELA-9ZHFLP - It wasn’t possible to search on date for delivery period with list type Only total in the Print 
EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 SHYS-9ZXDGU - If you confirm a payment, it will disappear in the Transaction List procedure. Previously 
could payments remain in the Transaction List if you had forgotten to change payment method in the 
Make Payments procedure. 

 JLÖR-A2DAJ5 - The Bar Code Arrival Reporting procedure didn’t lock the orders you were reporting, so 
you could also report them in the Arrival reporting procedure at the same time. 

 PFLN-A2LJXM - Response date in the Register Inquiry procedure wasn’t automatically set from the 
Response date entered on the supplier in the Update Supplier procedure. 

 JLIN-A39H9K - The phrase Possible receiving inspection according to interval in the Arrival Reporting 
procedure was not translated to other languages. 

Sales 

 SSTG-9F7JVP - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you changed delivery address in for 
instance the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 KFTM-9GUHM5 - If you had 100% discount on an order row, it wasn’t displayed on the form 
Comprehensive invoice EDI. 

 JLIN-9XXG2L - If you used Fictitious parts on Blanket order, the incorporated row type 6 parts wasn’t 
deducted when you made calls on the Blanket order. 

 FOHN-9ZLG45 - Save as… in the Register Customer Order procedure didn’t give an Edit lock-up on the 
new order. 

 FOHN-9ZTJK2 - If you manually zeroed New quantity manually in the Import EDI Orders procedure, 
linked text rows remained and was displayed as Not delivered rows in the Order List – Sales procedure. 

 JLIN-9ZWJFP - Save as… on Blanket order incorrectly controlled Order number on existing Customer 
orders. 

 PFLN-A278T4 - Some procedures printed time in the column kl_ldatum in the database which caused 
problems in the Delivery Reliability procedure. 

 MWIK-A2CDBS - The Total price row was zeroed when you delivery reported in the Delivery List 
procedure. 
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 CSIG-A2GG3M - The Setting "Check if delivery note is printed during invoicing?" on the Sales tab is not 
applicable for Service orders. 

 CSIG-A2LGPV - The Report Arrival - Service Order procedure shut down with a program error when you 
loaded an Order number. 

 GÅNY-A2MC73 - Coding of suspended VAT on Partially paid Advance payments on invoicing-/payment plans 
didn’t work. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-A25GC7 - It wasn’t possible to exclude Part numbers in the Search form in the Run Netting 
procedure. 

 FPEN-A2EJ73 - It wasn’t possible to copy to selection in the Part Import procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8P6AMA - If an employee recorded a lunch flex that was shorter than the set min. lunch, and directly 
recorded absence, the flex balance was incorrectly calculated. 

 JLIN-8VPG7F - The symbol for standby work wasn’t displayed in the Attendance List procedure. If the 
employee was clocked-in on Indirect work and had a standby work was also incorrect symbol displayed. 

 JLIN-9QUGS8 - The Comment that an operator entered when clocking In overtime in the Recording 
Terminal procedure wasn’t saved. 

 JLIN-A2DG4Q - It wasn’t possible to re-start work in the Recording Terminal procedure, even if the work 
was delegated. 

Accounting 

 LREM-A259UW - Export to Excel didn’t work correctly in the Find Transaction procedure. 

 LREM-A2MA37 - It was possible to save a Manufacturing order project without name in the Register 
Project procedure. 

General Settings 

 JELA-9ZS9LS - The file name for export to file in a sequence for AutoRuns was printed in the incorrect field. 
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